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Legally Bound 5.0 Sam Illegal Matters Book 5.0 in the SeriesLegally Bound 5.0I'm the second

oldest of four. Two brothers, and a sister. My name is Sam, Sam Mairettie, but you are about to

learn that I go by another name. To know where I am going you will have to know where I have

been. So here is the beginning of my story. You need to know the beginning to understand the end.

*This is Book 5.0 in the Legally Bound Series a novella in the bestselling Legally Bound Series

placed after book 4 in the Legally Bound Series, but before Legally Bound V Legally Unbound. Blue

Saffireâ€™s books are written to weave, loop and intertwine with one another. You will find that the

series build together for a greater experience. **This book has strong language and sexual content.

This Book is for Mature Readers 18+Â ***To keep up with release dates sign up to the mailing list at

www.bluesaffire.com
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SAM is The Man... I cannot wait until his full story is released. This back story did us a little justice

as we all knew Ms. Blue would do, but man I know his full story will blow me out of the water. I was

feeling the the sexual chemistry between he and Ellen but nothing like I felt when Tasha, aka



Monique was introduced. Their chemistry sexual and otherwise literally JUMPED off the page. I

would really like to know if there is a "back story" between these two. Only time will tell.

I' m not feeling Sam and Ellen too much, but I was feeling that club scene with the chocolaty

temptress Tasha. I felt more chemistry with them than Sam with Ellen. She just was not a strong

character to me. The other brothers had exciting chases and stories with some comic relief. Ellen

just gave in to her feelings. She was not interesting to me.

Sam is......SAM!!! I was gifted this book, and I'm so truly grateful. I'm glad to know Sam's story, so

when we get to LBV, I know it will be off the hook. Sam is sexy, dangerous, and total definition of a

bad a**. Ellen didn't stand a chance with Sam, especially when he said "give me 4 days and 4

nights." He was very confident in his self and getting his way. The twist came in the form of

Monique/Tasha. Sam & Tasha forgot everything and everybody on that dance floor. That Kiss was...

PICCANTE!! (Italian for Hot) Even though it's just a backstory, he told so much and only makes you

wonder and ponder what will happen next. Blue Saffire, even though it was short, sweet, & sexy,

this book was on point.

Damn good book. This is my second review for this book. I LOVED THIS BOOK. I was always

curious about Sam, so it was great to get some info about him. I'm impatiently waiting to see what

happens with Tasha. There is no way she can have that type of impact and not get a book. I'm also

waiting for Olivia to get her own book. She deserves HEA, especially after the way she helped

Jason and Rie. Again, impatiently waiting. Love this series and the spinoffs.

Since I truly need more information on the brother called Sam in order to place him as a active

member of the family this short story is appreciated. I respect who he his and why, also the nice

peek into the life of the woman he married answered many questions about who she is. This novella

is great and Sam is every bit of a sexy, strong dangerous man. Great book,nice addtion to the

Legally Bound series.

This was a tease and not sure what the next installment will be about other than filling in the major

gaps regarding Sam's life. Given the fact there are already three kids and one just given birth to,

and the fact Bobby has yet to marry Paige, there should be a whole lot of story telling in the next

book - at least I hope so.



The turn off for me in this book was the total disrespect Sam showed his future wife in the club....... I

won't be a spoiler ,but that kind of disrespect could only be so easily forgiven by a weak/or stupid

woman. Especially with someone you just met. Very disappointing.

What can I say once again Blue Saffire has done her thing. This book is amazing I am in awe every

time I read one of her books. Bobby is my favorite character in the Legally Bound series but Sam is

easing him out to #2. I can't wait to see Sam & Monique(Tasha) story unfold.
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